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Abstract.

Discrete time systems cover the phase plane with tangled orbits. Continuous time
systems cover the phase plane with smooth trajectories that cannot tangle. In this
report, the discrete time system and the continuous time system share a parameter
space: the boundary of the Mandelbrot set. The parameter space and the two systems
share the time derivative fff . Geometric intuition suggests that the finite difference
defined by the iterated quadratic map zn+1 = fff◦n(z0) = z2

n + c is much too coarse to be
compared to the corresponding finite difference approximation ż = fff◦n(z). The orbits in
the discrete system should share very little with the portraits of the continuous system.

Contrary to the expected result, the orbits and the trajectories share many qualitative
features. A qualitative numerical analysis yields tangled orbits that lie near the critical
points of the portraits of the continuous system. The unexpected correspondence
between the discrete time system and the continuous time system suggests that the
orbits and trajectories may be two ways to represent the same object. The standard
tools of local ODE theory in R2 tell the story.

Keywords: Mandelbrot set, continuous system, discrete system, iterated ODE, single
variable complex dynamics

1 Introduction

Discrete time systems cover the phase plane with tangled orbits. Continuous time systems cover
the phase plane with smooth trajectories that cannot tangle. We work with three systems as frames
of reference. For all z, c ∈ C, we have the

Context system The estimated boundary of the Mandelbrot set, denoted ∂P , generated by

zn+1 = fff◦n(0) = z2
n + c.

Discrete system The discrete time system defined by the n-fold iterates that give the orbits of

zn+1 = fff◦n(c) = z2
n + c,

for fixed c.
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Continuous system The continuous time ODE system defined for each n, so that

ż = fff◦n(0) = z2
n + c,

for fixed c. We call the continuous time system an ”iterated ODE” in order to emphasize the
similarity to n-fold iterates.

The discrete time system and the continuous time system share a parameter space: the boundary of
the Mandelbrot set. The parameter space and the two systems share the time derivative fff . Keep in
mind that we do interpret fff in the definition of the Mandelbrot set as a time derivative. Geometric
intuition suggests that the finite difference defined by zn+1 = fff◦n(z) = z2

n + c is much too coarse
relative to the finite difference approximation obtained via an ODE solver for ż = fff◦n(z). The
orbits should share very little structure with the phase portraits: the ODE consistently represents
the continuous system, the discrete system does not.

We map everything into R2 and carry out a full qualitative analysis of the ODE systems. The
analysis parallels chapters 1 and 2 of Perko’s book on ODE systems and dynamical systems, [5].
Contrary to the expected result, the orbits and the trajectories share many qualitative features. A
qualitative numerical analysis yields tangled orbits that lie near the critical points of the portraits
of the continuous system. The unexpected correspondence between the discrete time system and
the continuous time system suggests that the orbits and trajectories may be two ways to represent
the same dynamical system.

2 Estimated boundary of Mandelbrot set ∂P

For the qualitative experiments we use a parameter space of carefully selected points: the boundary
of the Mandelbrot set, shown in Figure 1. The Mandelbrot set is famous for its endless complexity.
If one zooms in on the jagged edge of the boundary, then there is an even more jagged boundary.
The zooming process can be iterated along with the time derivative fff for the set. The set is
defined to be infinitely zoomable. Historically, the surprise was that the complexity of the set is
also infinite.

The Mandelbrot set is defined as a resistance to divergence: it is a constrained set of points
(cx, cy) ∈ C such that the n-fold iterates zn+1 = fff◦n(0) = z2

n + c do not diverge. More precisely,
on the complex plane C, the Mandelbrot set is

P = {c ∈ C | zn+1 = fff◦n(0) = z2
n + c is bounded},

where z0 = (0, 0) is the origin.
There is a simple change of variables given in Isaeva’s paper that converts the complex map

into a symmetric coupled ODE defined on R2, [3]. The time derivative is given by

fff◦(n+1) = (xn+1, yn+1) =


cx − x2

n + 1
2(xn − yn)2

cy − y2
n + 1

2(xn − yn)2
. (1)

The same map in the new coordinates gives the standard Mandelbrot set rotated −3π/4 radians
from the negative x-axis. The axis of symmetry now lies on the line y = x, in Figure 1. The
definition for the boundary of the Mandelbrot set in R2 is

∂P = {(cx, cy) ∈ R2| zn+1 = fff◦n(0) = z2
n + c is bounded and nonconvergent}.

The set ∂P is the set of points (cx, cy) that cause the n-fold iterates of fff to resist divergence to
infinity and to not converge to single point. There are three cases. The coordinates reached at
each iteration can
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Figure 1: Mandelbrot set in (cx, cy) ∈ R2.

1. converge to a single value. This type of parameter is on the interior of P .
2. diverge quickly or slowly, according to the rate of escape.
3. develop a cyclic dynamical pattern that may or may not have cyclic properties. The index ’n’

in n-fold iterate counts the number of iterations completed before some coordinate escapes.

In this report, a coordinate is said to escape if ‖fff ◦k(0, 0)‖ > 6 for k ≤ n. The maximum
allowed iteration index is n = 110. The colors in Figure 1 represent the logarithm of the iteration
index n where 1 ≤ n ≤ 110. Red is for larger n. Blue is for smaller n. The discrete dynamics
literature twists words in unexpected ways. For clarity, we shall refer to the object in Figure 1 as
the ”iteration surface.” The iteration surface depicts the iterations index values at each (cx, cy),
but it tells us about the rate of escape. There are two cases:

• If the n is small, the rate of escape is large.
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• If n is large, the rate of escape is small.

The rate of escape is a very technical property that yields much more information than we need
for this report. It is helpful to think of rate of escape as

rate of escape =
fff ◦n(0, 0)− fff 0(0, 0)

n
.

On a computer, we can estimate only the complement of ∂P . As the rate of escape goes to
zero, the iteration index goes to infinity. A point (cx, cy) with an infinite iteration index is a true
member of ∂P . Near the jagged boundary in Figure 1, the iteration surface takes on many values.
We can directly observe the jagged boundary in three dimensions in Figure 2.

There is a Green’s function, G(cx, cy), associated with the iteration surface. Following Milnor

G(cx, cy) = GP = lim
n→∞

1

2n
log ‖fff◦nc (0, 0)‖.

The key observation is that G(cx, cy) is zero on the Mandelbrot set, e.g., G(x, y) = 0 on P and on
∂P .

Figure 2: Set complement for standard ∂P in the complex plane.

(a) Color map representation. (b) Three dimensional with same color map.

In Figure 2, there are level curves in the iteration surface. The level curves become smooth
contour lines away from the boundary. For arbitrary (cx, cy) ∈ R2, the true boundary ∂P lies on
a level curve at infinity. The computer can detect enough points to provide us with the general
shape of boundary ∂P . At higher magnification, in Figure 3 and Figure 16, the level curves form
intricate terraces along the theoretical boundary.

The level curves in the iteration surface provide a way to select elements of the boundary ∂P .
The surface can be thresholded so that points with an iteration index above a prescribed value are
retained for the discrete parameter space that we will sample. In Figure 4, all level curves at a
certain height and above are selected. As the fraction of n progresses from 0.05 to 0.15, and then
to 0.75, the thickness of the boundary rapidly decreases. Recall that in this report the maximum
value for n is n = 110.
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Figure 3: ∂P , boundary of the Mandelbrot set: ”tubby inset”
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Figure 4: Level curve threshold images for ∂P .

(a) 0.05n ≈ 6 (b) 0.15n ≈ 17 (c) 0.75n ≈ 83

3 Discrete time dynamics on ∂P

The discrete time system is built using n-fold iterates of the function

fff(x) = fff(x, y) =


cx − x2 + 1

2(x− y)2

cy − y2 + 1
2(x− y)2

.

The set of coordinates reached at each iteration is called the orbit,

O = {x, fff ◦1(x), fff ◦2(x), . . . , fff ◦n(x)}.

In this report, an orbit is interpreted as an analogue to the trajectory Γ of a continuous system.
The trajectory Γ in a phase portrait can be represented as a vector field or a solution curve. In
either form, the underlying trajectory is a set of points that represent the function that satisfies an
ODE. The orbit is also a set of points. The only constraint is that the orbit is defined on ∂P , thus
it is bounded.

An orbit does not typically have a representation in the phase space. However, the analytical
expression, i.e., the set, does have two forms. An orbit can be represented as a sequence of functions
that all start with the same coordinate, or as a set of coordinates, where each coordinate represents
the image of the function fff applied to the previous coordinate. An orbit, as a set of coordinates,

OΓ = {x0, x1, x2, . . . , xn},

is easy to plot in the phase plane. We will plot orbits as an additional layer on to of phase portraits.
The OΓ will be called a phase-orbit.

Like a trajectory Γ, an orbit is infinite. In a computational experiment, most orbits are cyclic
with a finite cycle length m. Since we work with the set ∂P , a set that is defined by parameters
that resist divergence, we expect all orbits to be cyclic or nearly cyclic.

We will make good use of both analytical expressions of the orbit. In contrast to the phase-
orbit, the ”functional-orbit” is denoted O. The functional-orbit permits a simple way to look at
fixed points of an orbit, or coordinates that are fixed by a cycle of length m. We can take the last
element of the functional orbit and solve

fff ◦(m−1)(x) = xm
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for x. Finding the fixed points is equivalent to finding the critical points of time derivative fff ◦m(x).
For the fixed points, there are two cases,

either the cycle in the orbit has length less than or equal to m and the roots of the equation give
the coordinates of the orbit.

or the orbit does not have finite cycle length equal to m and the roots of the equation can only
approximate the actual coordinates.

3.1 ∂P and phase-orbits

By definition, every orbit of fff that defines ∂P must start at the origin. Therefore, x0 = (0, 0) for
all phase-orbits and x1 = f(0, 0) = (cx, cy). For the n = 2 coordinate,

x2 = fff◦2(cx, cy).

We can write the discrete parameter space used in this report:

If 4 < ‖fff◦2(0, 0)‖ < 6 and 83 ≤ n ≤ 110, then (cx, cy) ∈ ∂P .

For convenience, we write (cx, cy) in place of (cx, cy) ∈ ∂P , since any points such that
(cx, cy) /∈ ∂P are irrelevant. For each point (cx, cy), we compute the phase-orbit. Bounded
orbits are not necessarily cyclic. There are a few examples below. In Figure 5, Figure 6, and
Figure 7:

• The top image shows the entire set ∂P . The point (cx, cy) used for each fff◦n is indicated
with a small red circle.

• The bottom image is the phase-orbit in the phase plane. Red dots are coordinates and blue
lines connect adjacent coordinates.

3.2 Cyclic orbits, acyclic orbits, and known chaotic orbits

Cyclic orbits At least one cycle was observed in each phase-space orbit. In figure 5, regions of
∂P that give distinct orbit shapes were selected.

Acyclic orbits No cycle observed in each phase-space orbit. The computer captures cyclic
behavior easily. Acyclic orbits are difficult to find. In Figure 6 there are three examples.
The iterations were stopped at n = 50.

Chaotic orbits In Figure 7, at the needle point in the upper-right corner, the set ∂P contains a
chaotic region. The points in ∂P were selected carefully enough to locate the nearly-chaotic
region before the period-3 window, the period-3 window itself, and the chaotic region after.

The orbit diagram for the one variable map xn+1 = x2
n + cx is shown in Figure 8. As cx → −2,

the orbit diagram has the same dynamics as the time derivative fff , as (cx, cy)→ (2, 2) along y = x
in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: Cyclic phase-space orbits for distinct regions of ∂P , n = 50 iterations.

Figure 6: Acyclic phase-space orbits for distinct regions of ∂P , n = 50 iterations.

3.3 The coarse derivative in the discrete time system

The discrete system uses the same time derivative fff as the continuous system, but with a different
interpretation. In the discrete system, the time derivative

fff(x, y) =


cx − x2 + 1

2(x− y)2

cy − y2 + 1
2(x− y)2

tells as where to evaluate the derivative next. A discrete dynamical system can yield a very sparse
vector field. The qualitative behavior depends on the value of the parameter (cx, cy). With the
discrete system, we take one coordinate in R2 and ask: Where does it get mapped to? For the
ODE interpretation, i.e., the continuous system, the time derivative fff is used to transform a local
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Figure 7: Left: Nearly chaotic region. Middle: Famous period-3 window in discrete dynamics of
quadratic functions. Right: Chaotic region of xn+1 = x2

n + cx, as cx → −2.

Figure 8: Reversed with respect to Figure 7:
Left: Chaotic region of xn+1 = x2

n + cx, as cx → −2. Middle: cx ≈ −1.8, famous period-3 window
of discrete dynamics of quadratic maps. Right: Nearly chaotic region.

region of R2 into the flow of the system. The question remains the same: Where does the region
get mapped to? It is after all a pointwise process acting on the region.
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As an ODE, the time derivative fff is interpreted as a derivative that has a solution in the sense
of a continuous function that satisfies both components simultaneously. Solutions need not be
bounded. They are required only to be continuous and unique. The solution to the continuous
system is not any easier to compute than the discrete system. The result is different: make
solutions that never intersect and are always smooth. Those two constraints yield very intricate
phase portraits. On the other hand, the discrete system maps from derivative to derivative and
must be bounded, that is also a recipe for complex behavior.

3.4 Failed equivalence between systems in the literature

A comparison between the continuous system and the discrete system has been studied before.
Brezzi, et al [1], worked with the explicit Euler method. They start with

ż = fff(z),

then they introduce time step h so that the iterative method has the form

zn+1 = zn + h · fff(zn). (2)

The extra zn on the right hand side of (2) makes a very big difference. Equation (2) estimates the
solution, or trajectory, to the system. It is actually an integral. They showed that the discrete
system can have a bifurcation that the continuous system does not have. As expected, they also
showed that as h→ 0, then the discrete system becomes the continuous system. With a few pages
of real analysis, (2) can be transformed to within ε of the identity map so that zn = zn+1 + ε.

Another researcher, Benzinger [2], used techniques more similar to this report. Instead of
studying the collection of systems, he picked a single parameter and studied the Julia set. To
construct a Julia set, fix constant c in

zn+1 = zn + h · fff(zn),

then find the points in the complex plane that give bounded orbits. Benzinger’s conclusion is much
more alarming: When the discrete system is run backwards in time, the result is an entire Julia
set, instead of the relatively tame extra bifurcation. He did show that as h → 0, the Julia set
collapses to the familiar phase portrait. Again, in the sense of pointwise maps, the discrete system
approaches the ε-identity: zn = zn+1 + ε.

Both Brezzi and Benzinger make a strong case for the fact that numerical techniques have
consequences. Reconstructing a solution from the derivative alone is hazardous. In this report,
we are doing something very different. Brezzi and Benzinger studied the solution to an ODE that
happens to be a dynamical system. In this report, we are studying dynamical systems that happen
to represent ODE solutions.

In the transition from the continuous system

ż = fff(z),

to the explicit Euler method,
zn+1 = zn + h · fff(zn).

It is possible to remove h and zn. I call it the ”instantaneous derivative without a limit”
technique. For the sake of simpler algebra, we demonstrate the technique on the continuous system

ż = z(1− z) ≈ zn+1 − zn
h

.
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1. Clear the h: zn+1 − zn = zn(1− zn)h

2. Distribute h, rearrange, factor a zn: zn+1 = zn(1 + h− znh)

3. Set zn = 1+h
h zn and a = 1 + h.

4. Substitute the zn on the far right in 2., then use the a to get

zn+1 = a · zn(1− zn).

If a = 1, then we have a discrete, yet instantaneous, time derivative since h = 0. In this report,
we are comparing the continuous system defined by

ż = fff(z),

to the discrete system defined by
zn+1 = fff(zn).

The two systems have one very big object in common: both systems cover R2. Here are two
important similarities:

• In the discrete case, we study bounded phase-orbits. The rest of the orbits are unbounded.
Since the orbits depend continuously on (cx, cy), the bounded orbits smoothly transition into
unbounded orbits.

• In the continuous case, we study stability. Stable trajectories, like bounded orbits, lend
themselves to analysis. Since trajectories depend continuously on initial conditions, (cx, cy),
stable trajectories can smoothly transition into unstable trajectories, so long as we do not
cross a critical point.

4 Continuous time dynamics parameterized by ∂P

The discrete system is relatively easy to understand: Distinct regions of ∂P yield distinct dynamics
in the phase space. In Milnor [6] and [7], there is much more to discuss. This report is about the
ODE point of view. Now we consider the dynamics of the ODEs parameterized by (cx, cy) ∈ ∂P .

In the same way that a functional-orbit contains the same information contained in lower order
iterates, we can use the last iterate f◦n(x) to study the phase portrait for the ODE with the same
time derivative.

Iterated ODE for fff

For time derivative fff , we can use the n-fold iterate to define the time derivative in an ODE. We
call such a time derivative an ”iterated ODE”. The expanded iterated ODEs for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are
below. The LaTeX was generated directly from the MATLAB code, so cx⇐ cx and cy ⇐ cy, [4].

fff◦1 =


cx + (x−y)2

2 − x2

cy + (x−y)2

2 − y2

fff◦2 =


cx−

(
cx + (x−y)2

2 − x2
)2

+
(−x2+y2+cx−cy)

2

2

cy −
(

cy + (x−y)2

2 − y2
)2

+
(−x2+y2+cx−cy)

2

2
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fff◦3 =


cx−

(
cx−

(
cx + (x−y)2

2 − x2
)2

+
(−x2+y2+cx−cy)

2

2

)2

+ · · · · · ·

cy −
(

cy −
(

cy + (x−y)2

2 − y2
)2

+
(−x2+y2+cx−cy)

2

2

)2

+ · · · · · ·

fff◦4 =


cx−

(
cx−

(
cx−

(
cx + (x−y)2

2 − x2
)2

+
(−x2+y2+cx−cy)

2

2

)2

+ · · · · · ·

cy −

(
cy −

(
cy −

(
cy + (x−y)2

2 − y2
)2

+
(−x2+y2+cx−cy)

2

2

)2

+ · · · · · ·

The symbolic math engine in MATLAB fails after n = 4. For n > 4, the phase-orbit form that
consist of only the coordinates for OΓ must be used.

4.1 Phase portraits: critical points and local behavior

In this section we illustrate the importance of the critical points for phase-orbits and trajectories
by studying the phase portraits. We start with a disclosure statement: on a computer, most orbits
are not stable. The upper bound on iteration, n = 110, was chosen as a matter of convenience.
All of the computation finish in 20 seconds or less. No matter whether the maximum n = 110 or
n = 110, 000, the behavior illustrated in this report is typical. At 150% of maximum n, cyclic orbits
fail. The iteration surface is monotonically increasing and bounded, so we know we are studying
reliable sub-asymptotic behavior.

Figure 9 shows how an orbit can start out very cyclic and then slowly fall apart until it diverges.
The parameter value

cx = −0.735981308411215; cy = 0.941588785046729

was used in Figure 9 and the figures that follow: Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13,
Figure 14, and Figure 15.

In all of the portraits in this section, a typical phase-orbit OΓ for the discrete system is plotted
on top of the phase portrait for the continuous iterated ODE. The orbit contains 15 coordinates,
i.e., n = 15. The figures have three parts:

(a) Listing of critical points and local behavior.

(b) Phase portrait for the nonlinear system.

(c) Phase portrait that uses only coordinates from the orbit as initial conditions, orbit is layered
on top of the flow.

4.2 Hartman-Grobman theorem for iterated ODEs

The Hartman-Grobman theorem can be applied to the continuous iterated ODE systems. Every
fff ◦n is a polynomial. Polynomials are continuous, so the linearization A = Dfff for hyperbolic
critical points. Rather than working with the theorem directly, we can study the figures in Section
4.1. In most cases, the behavior of the linearizations at each critical point is obvious.

At the nodes and foci, the Hartman-Grobman theorem provides the topological equivalence
between the nonlinear system and the linear system. It has the expected form

H ◦ φt = eAt ◦H.

We interpret the three functions in the Hartman-Grobman result as follows:
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1. Flow φt as the entire phase portrait or the flow defined by coordinates of a phase-orbit.
2. The exponential form of the linearization, eAt, emphasizes the autonomous nature of the time

variable in the ODE systems.
3. Homeomorphism H exists, but for n > 3 in fff ◦n it is not likely to be tractable.

For fixed (cx, cy), the coordinates of the phase-orbits and phase portraits occupy a set of points
somewhere in between ∂P and R2:

∂P ⊂ B ⊂ φt(cx, cy) ⊂ R2.

Figure 9: Bounded orbits fail.

(a) n = 15, orbit looks stable. (b) n = 50, stability starts to fail. (c) n = 110, cycle completely fails.

Figure 10: Iterated ODE with n = 1.

(a) Critical points

( 0.079, 1.298 ) stable
node

( -0.079, -1.298 ) unstable
node

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait
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Figure 11: Iterated ODE with n = 2.

(a) Critical points

( 0.450, 1.760 ) stable
focus

( -0.450, -1.760 ) unstable
focus

( 0.632, -0.927 ) unstable
focus

( -0.632, 0.927 ) stable
focus

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait

Figure 12: Iterated ODE with n = 3.

(a) Critical points

( -0.127, 0.366 ) unstable
node

( 0.127, -0.366 ) stable
node

( 0.139, 1.804 ) stable
node

( -0.139, -1.804 ) unstable
node

( 0.653, 1.848 ) unstable
center

( -0.653, -1.848 ) stable
center

( 0.914, -1.096 ) unstable
node

( -0.914, 1.096 ) stable
node

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait
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Figure 13: Iterated ODE with n = 4.

(a) Length-15 orbit

( -0.7359, 0.9415 ) n=1
( 0.1294, 1.4620 ) n=2
( 0.1352, -0.3082 ) n=3
( -0.6559, 0.9449 ) n=4
( 0.1151, 1.3300 ) n=5
( -0.0111, -0.0894 ) n=6
( -0.7330, 0.9366 ) n=7
( 0.1206, 1.4582 ) n=8
( 0.1440, -0.2901 ) n=9
( -0.6624, 0.9516 ) n=10
( 0.1278, 1.3386 ) n=11
( -0.0193, -0.1173 ) n=12
( -0.7315, 0.9326 ) n=13
( 0.1135, 1.4565 ) n=14
( 0.1529, -0.2781 ) n=15

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait

Figure 14: Iterated ODE with n = 8.

(a) Phase portrait (b) Phase-space orbit on portrait
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Figure 15: Iterated ODE with n = 10.

(a) Phase portrait (b) Phase-space orbit on portrait

Set B is all coordinates in the collection of phase-orbits. As we have seen in Section 4.2, the
coordinates in a phase-orbit do not necessarily lie on ∂P . The set φt represents the flow of all
trajectories Γ that are contained in a phase portrait.

In subimage (c) of each figure, we can see that the coordinates of each phase-orbit lie on
very short and bounded trajectories Γ in the phase portraits. The computational results beg
the questions: We have strong evidence that the coordinates of bounded orbits accurately select
bounded trajectories in phase portraits. Is there at least a homomorphism between the two systems?

In Figure 2, the three dimensional version of ∂P , we can see that orbits are less likely to be
bounded and cyclic at outer edges of ∂P , such as on the tubby inset of Figure 3. In the next
section, we repeat the local structure analysis on the antenna of the tubby inset, Figure 3.

5 Local correspondence between systems

We can think of iteration index n as the time variable in the discrete system. In the constrained
context parameterized by ∂P , we have selected only the orbits that have bounded phase-orbits.
All n-fold iterates are tested on a computer, so an implicit assumption is that only the bounded
orbits that can be detected with a computer are considered. Another implicit assumption is that
near the origin, there are more bounded orbits. That fact may be true, but it is also known that
phase-orbits away from the origin form Cantor sets. Cantor sets are uncountable.

The nature of this report is of the qualitative flavor. We will save the measure theoretic details
for the second report that focuses on the phase-orbits. For this report, here is a list of the observed
similarities between the phase-orbit and the phase portraits:

• If the phase-orbit is stable, then the critical points of fff◦n are the fixed points of phase-space
orbit OΓ.
• If the phase-orbit is plotted on top of the phase portrait, there are many coordinates that

are not located at the critical points of the portraits. This agrees with the fact that for large
enough n, all orbits are divergent.
• If the phase-orbit has a coordinate that falls on a bounded trajectory, then all of the other

coordinates lie on bounded trajectories.

The list above is referred to as the ”correspondence.”
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Figure 16: Close up on antenna of tubby inset.

(a) Iteration surface. (b) Thresholded level curves, n = 33.

5.1 Check the correspondence on antenna of tubby inset

If we pick a very small region on ∂P , do the orbits still land on or near the critical points? Are the
phase portraits different? In this section we answer both questions.

As the structure of ∂P becomes finer toward the outer edges of the boundary, it gets much
harder to find digital representations of the phase-space orbits. We start with the iteration surface
for a small part of the tubby inset that we will call the antenna. In Figure 16 we have the iteration
surface and the new confined parameter space with the threshold set at n = 33.

The phase-space orbits share common structure, if the points (cx, cy) ∈ ∂P are in close enough
proximity. In Figure 17, all three orbits share a star-shaped pattern. The neighborhood of ∂P is
small: the entire antenna is in δ-neighborhood where δ = 0.020.

In Figure 18, the star-shaped phase-orbit can be seen again. The parameter is at a new location,
near the center of the antenna. The phase-orbit appears to have more stable cyclic structure. For
the parameter

cx = −0.055016021361816, cy = 1.312224299065421,

from Figure 18, as in Section 4, we look at the critical points, phase portraits, and phase-orbits on
portraits. The same parameter is used in Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21,Figure 22

The qualitative results support the correspondence. The phase-orbits on portraits are much
more interesting. The trajectories make many more turns or cut much larger arcs before they
return. We can look at f◦n and determine by inspection that f◦n is a continuous function of the
parameter (cx, cy), for all n. The limitations of finite precision arithmetic could fail to represent
the continuity. In Figure 23 the continuity is verified. After n = 15 iterates across thousands of
points in the parameter space, the star-like pattern survives.

5.2 Conclusion:
The mean value theorem describes the correspondence

Our focus in this report is restricted to the local theory for ODEs. The ”most global” observation
we have is that trajectories Γ on the phase portraits form flower-like shapes. The repeated sectors
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Figure 17: Phase-orbits on antenna, n = 40.

(a) Not looking stable.
(b) Star like pattern shared by
all three. (c) Not looking stable.

Figure 18: Stable orbits fail faster ( antenna ) .

(a) n= 15 (b) n= 40 (c) n= 110

of elliptic trajectories strongly reflect the bounded nature of the corresponding phase-orbits. The
phase-orbits seem to represent the bounded behavior of trajectories near the critical points. To a
first approximation, the local geometry shared by the phase-orbits and the trajectories of the phase
portraits can be analytically described by the mean value theorem.
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Figure 19: Iterated ODE with n = 1 ( antenna ) .

(a) Critical points

( 0.495, 1.270 ) stable
node

( -0.495, -1.270 ) unstable
node

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait

Figure 20: Iterated ODE with n = 2 ( antenna ) .

(a) Critical points

( 0.306, -0.828 ) center
( -0.306, 0.828 ) center
( 0.884, 1.710 ) stable

node
( -0.884, -1.710 ) unstable

node

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait
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Figure 21: Iterated ODE with n = 3 ( antenna ) .

(a) Critical points

( 0.519, 0.708 ) unstable
focus

( -0.519, -0.708 ) stable
focus

( 0.533, 1.669 ) stable
focus

( -0.533, -1.669 ) unstable
focus

( 0.671, -0.996 ) unstable
focus

( -0.671, 0.996 ) stable
focus

( 1.058, 1.820 ) stable
node

( -1.058, -1.820 ) unstable
node

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait

Figure 22: Iterated ODE with n = 4 ( antenna ) .

(a) Length-15 orbit

( -0.055, 1.312 ) n=1
( 0.877, 0.525 ) n=2
( -0.762, 1.098 ) n=3
( 1.095, 1.836 ) n=4
( -0.980, -1.783 ) n=5
( -0.692, -1.544 ) n=6
( -0.170, -0.708 ) n=7
( 0.061, 0.955 ) n=8
( 0.341, 0.800 ) n=9
( -0.066, 0.778 ) n=10
( 0.297, 1.063 ) n=11
( 0.150, 0.475 ) n=12
( -0.025, 1.139 ) n=13
( 0.622, 0.692 ) n=14
( -0.439, 0.836 ) n=15

(b) Phase portrait (c) Phase-space orbit on portrait
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Figure 23: All phase-space orbits are well-behaved on the antenna.

5.2.1 Analytical form of mean value theorem

If function F (x) is differentiable and bounded on the interval [a, b], then there exists a c ∈ [a, b]
such that

f(c) = F ′(c) =
F (b)− F (a)

b− a
.

The time derivatives in this report are implicitly bounded by the definition of ∂P . The function fff
and the iterates fff◦n are very well behaved polynomials that have degree d = 2n. The function fff
and the iterates fff◦n(x) are also differentiable. The mean value theorem applies.

Brezzi and Benzinger used the explicit Euler method, which relies very heavily on the mean
value theorem, to construct dynamical systems for the solution F (x).

5.2.2 Geometric form of mean value theorem

In Milnor’s book on complex dynamics, [6], there is a strong argument for the fact that graphical
representations of sets, such as the ∂P , are complicated because the very numbers required to
represent them have nontrivial expansions. This report is based on the inherently rational numbers
stored as floating point data. Therefore, instead of making a case for a finite precision version
of the mean value theorem contaminated by machine precision ε, we shall turn to the graphical
evidence in Figure 24.

Since critical points of the iterated ODE correspond to fixed points of the phase-orbits, we know
that IF a coordinate does lie exactly on a critical point, then the phase orbit will connect the dots
that are critical points. The coordinates in each phase-orbit OΓ in this report do not always lie
near critical points. It is known that it is even harder to hit an attracting phase-orbit than it is
to hit a fixed point. That is why both systems are parameterized by ∂P : all orbits are relatively
stable by definition of the Mandelbrot set.

The surprise is how well the discrete system and the continuous system seem to align along the
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naive time derivative
ż ≈ zn+1 = fff◦n(0).

As each coordinate is plotted and the corresponding trajectory is drawn, the curve is unexpectedly
close to being the curve that corresponds to the secant required by the mean value theorem.
The three observations below represent the hundreds of observations that were required to find
presentable images.

• In Figure 24(a), n = 1, there is a trajectory curve Γ for each secant defined by a adjacent
coordinates.
• In Figure 24(b), n = 2, there is a trajectory curve Γ for each secant defined by a adjacent

coordinates. The trajectory curve is a different curve and the distance between f(c) on the
curve and the secant has decreased.
• In Figure 24(c) n = 3, there is a trajectory curve Γ for each secant defined by a adjacent

coordinates. The trajectory curve is a different curve and the distance between f(c) on the
curve and the secant is near zero.

For the less stable antenna region in Section 5.1, the same observations hold. The phase orbit
is much harder to work with. There is better code in the works for the next report.

Brezzi and Benzinger integrated first. They used a discrete dynamical system that has two
parameters: one parameter from the parameter space and one parameter that is time-step h. We
could say that they both integrated first, then they took the derivative by letting h→ 0. Brezzi and
Benzinger found a very hard way to express the fact that discrete anti-derivatives are not unique.

In this report, we could also integrate. We could integrate after n → ∞, with the help of an
arbitrarily large computer. Integrating last, instead of first, is how Perko proves the Hartman-
Grobman theorem: After every point near the critical value of the nonlinear system has been
mapped to the linearized system, the time variable is reintroduced and after integration it is
expressed as eAt, a nice function that happens to equal its own derivative, [5]. The main result of
the Hartman-Grobman theorem is

H ◦ φt = eAt ◦H.

The correspondence can be viewed as a Hartman-Grobman theorem problem for the hyperbolic
critical points. We are halfway there:

• φt ⇔ φt, as shown by the phase portraits.

Figure 24: Secant on curves, every time.

(a) Orbit on portrait, n = 1. (b) Orbit on portrait, n = 2. (c) Orbit on portrait, n = 3.
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• A = Dfff◦n(x0) ⇔ OΓ, as represented by the phase-orbits layered on the phase portraits, at
or near critical points.

• eAt ⇒ ?, the integration that brings together ∪ OΓ as a flow is easy to see, e.g., Figure 23,
but it is not easy to write down. The convergence of the Green’s function depends on the
behavior of fff◦n at each (cx, cy).

• H ⇒ ?, homeomorphism H is the last step. In [7], Milnor provides ways to articulate the
functional-orbit O. He also provides ways to deal with the Green’s function.

This report actually started with the search for the homeomorphism H. When the phase-
orbits appeared to lie on the trajectories in an explainable way, the obvious step was to seek the
connection. Then Dr. Oprea pointed out that the discrete systems are known to have distinct
behavior. The focus shifted to tackling that problem first. Brezzi and Benzinger integrated first
and found that the discrete time system is not necessarily equivalent to the trajectories produced
by the solution to the continuous time system. In this report we compared the systems first, using
only time derivatives. In the next report we study how well collections of orbits correspond to
trajectories on phase-portraits.
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